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We offer a range of services – Conservatories, Porches, Windows and Doors, Fascia, Soffit, Guttering, Cladding, 

Garage Conversions, Garage Doors, Alarm, CCTV, Glass Curtain, Integrated Blinds, French Doors, Bi Folding 

Doors and many more. We like to think, if its got glass and is building related, we will do it.

Our new Seven Kings showroom showcases all of the uPVC and aluminium windows, doors, porches and 

conservatories we offer. If you’re looking for inspiration for a home improvement product, our showroom is the 

perfect place to visit.



520 High Road 

Seven Kings

IG3 8EG

Showroom  



Bay Window Bow window

Windows

Casement Vertical Sliders Tilt & Turn

New windows can really enhance the look of 

your home, both from the inside and out 

We offer a wide range of styles to suit both 

traditional and new build properties.

Opt for traditional white frames, or 

a natural woodgrain effect in 

golden oak, rosewood or 

mahogany. Then decide if you’d 

like Georgian, stained, diamond 

lead or bevelled glass. Whatever 

style you go for, you’ll find our 

windows aren’t just pleasing on 

the eye, they’re practical too. 

Minimal maintenance means their 

good looks will last well into the 

future.



Our range of casement windows is our most 

popular design, offering security, energy 

efficiency and is available in a multitude of 

styles and finishes to enhance the look of your 

home. Whatever style you go for, you’ll find our 

casement windows aren’t just pleasing on the 

eye, they’re practical too. Minimal maintenance 

means their good looks will last well into the 

future

Casement Windows 

Attractive and Durable



Casement Windows 



Versatile and easy to clean 

The Tilt and Turn window allows you to enjoy 

the benefits of a truly versatile product, 

offering both aesthetic and practical options. 

This design of window is available in a number 

of style options, all allowing larger opening 

areas to be achieved, thus this product can be 

used for fire escape openings Our tilt and turn 

window is also available with a variety of 

glazing options, to include Georgian bar, 

leaded lights and obscure glass

Features and benefits 

Tilt and turn allows you to tilt the window inwards, for 

ventilation, or alternatively open fully inwards which will 

allow for easier cleaning. Furthermore, this product can 

also be incorporated within Bay and Bow style windows 

Tilt and Turn Windows 



Tilt and Turn Windows 



Combining the traditional and the modern

Features and benefits 

Our vertical slider allows you to enjoy the 

benefits of modern performance with 

traditional aesthetics. High security, 

advanced weather and energy performance 

combine to ensure our products are built to 

last the test of time.

Vertical sliding windows 

All the charm, all the benefits

Distinctive and timeless, traditional Georgian 

windows are a beautiful design feature that give a 

property real period charm. However, despite their 

good looks, sash windows can often be draughty, 

leaky and don’t offer the levels of security that 

modern homes need. Our modern sash sliding 

windows combine the best of both worlds. Along 

with the classic style you’d expect, they are 

precision engineered from UPVC to be low 

maintenance, provide exceptional thermal 

insulation and optimum security.



Vertical sliding windows 



to suit any house style 

Bay windows retain the traditional look 

of your home creating space, character 

and allowing light to flood your room. 

Features and benefits 

All bays can incorporate 

casement, and tilt and turn 

styles to suit your home.

Bay window



Bay window



Our Bow windows offer you the versatility of creating the 

illusion of space and depth by allowing more light into 

your home without the need for additional building work.

to suit any house style 

Features and benefits 

All bows can incorporate 

casement, and tilt and turn styles 

to suit your home.

Bow window



Bow window



Arch Windows



Aluminium windows 



We offer PVCu and aluminium French and sliding patio 

doors that are energy efficient, secure and available in 

a wide range of colour options. These can be installed 

as part of a new conservatory or extension, or to replace 

a PVCu entrance door, to let more light into your home 

and give better views to the outside. Our doors are 

designed to be energy efficient, so whether you’re 

installing new or replacing existing doors, your home will 

stay cosy, warm and protected from the elements. 

They’re also secure, with

multipoint locking, protecting you and your home from 

any would-be intruders. The classic French style looks 

great in older properties; but if space in your home is 

too limited for an outward opening door, the sliding

patio style suits almost any type of property. Our doors 

are available in a choice of coloured and woodgrain 

finishes, as well as RAL colours, to complement your 

home’s colour scheme.

Bi-Folding French Door Sliding  Patio Door

Doors

Composite Door Back DoorStable Door Residential Door



Composite doors

Want a new look for your property? A new front door can refresh the look of your home, 

reduce draughts and heat loss, and increase security. Composite doors are stronger 

and more energy efficient than PVCu front doors, and don’t require as much 

maintenance as a timber door, making them an ideal replacement solution. Our 

composite doors feature a high density foam core that insulates your home against the 

cold and noise. A GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic) skin provides a 

low-maintenance wood effect finish to your door, that is resistant to cracking, fading 

and warping under extremes of weather. Your home is also protected from any would 

be intruders, with a reinforced door frame and multi-point locking keeping your home 

safe and secure. There are lots of different combinations of styles, colours and glass 

options to choose from in our range, and we guarantee you’ll find just the right door to 

brighten up your home’s entrance way.
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Composite Doors

If you are looking for composite doors with decorative bevels, Double 

glazing, beautiful climbing roses or the more traditional glazed and 

leaded glass designs we have it all, give your home the look and style 

it deserves and replace your old external door today with a new high 

security, super strong, energy efficient composite door. 



Stable doors are a practical way to let fresh 

air flow through your home and get 

wonderful garden views, whilst still 

restricting access for children and pets.

Stable Doors



Stable Doors



Homeowners often see back doors as less significant 

as front doors. Your back door may only be used for 

going into the garden or into the garage, rather than 

as the main way in and out of your home. However, it 

is our experience that having a secure back door is 

probably even more important than having a secure 

front door.

Crime statistics regularly show that the majority of 

burglars break in through the back door, as this door 

is often weaker. Breaking in through the back door 

means the criminal is usually out of sight, giving them 

more time to force their way into your home 

and to steal your possessions.

Back Doors



Back Doors



Featuring a classic design in durable and 

easy maintenance uPVC, Evergreen uPVC 

French Doors can be combined with either 

side or demi panels to create various 

configurations to suit your style and size of 

home.

French Doors



French Doors



Bi-fold Door Configurations

Bi-fold

Bi-folding doors are modem alternative to 

traditional French and sliding patio style, and 

are very popular with homeowners because of 

their 

Ability to make space look bigger and brighter; 

This style of door very versatile; it can be 

installed as an entranceway onto a garden or 

balcony, 

As part of a conservatory, and even across a 

wall in an extension or garage conversion in 

pace of windows.

Our PVCu or aluminium bifolding doors are  

Designed to be secure and energy efficient 

addition. Open up bifold In the summer to bring 

the outside in and create cool air flow when it’s 

hot. In the winter; your bifold let  you

Enjoy great views to outside, whilst keeping 

your home warm and weatherproof.

We install bi-folding doors in a rage of colours, 

including woodgrain effect foil, as well as in the 

RAL spectrum of colours.



Bi-fold



Sliding Patio Doors

Sliding Patio Doors can transform your home by 

adding natural light and improving security and 

access. They bring the garden into your home 

in the summer, and keep the heat throughout 

the winter.



Sliding Patio Doors



Residential Door



Residential Door



Arch Doors



Aluminium Doors



The hardware used on our PVCu and aluminium windows, doors and composite doors is of the highest quality, meeting excellent 

standards in security and standing the test of time.

Choose from different styles of handle and accessories, in a variety of colours, to complement your choice of window or door.

Hardware Options



Adding a porch to your property is another great home improvement providing a secure, protective barrier 

that helps keep precious heat in and cold air out. They are also used as a convenient cloak area. 

Notwithstanding the enormous benefit that it gives your home with added high security of a second front 

door to prevent intruders; this additional security is unparalleled.

We’ll take care of everything, from base building and brickwork through to fitting the door, windows, 

decorative panels and roof. We’ll even match your existing brickwork and finish things off with guttering, 

drainpipes, internal plastering and any electrical work required.

Porches

Porch Styles 



Porches

There is a vast choice of window and door 

styles, roof tile colours as well as panel and 

glazing designs including bevel glass designs 

to choose from. We like to think it as a blank 

canvas to the artist, where you can create 

the porch of your desire.



Conservatories style 

Conservatories

A new conservatory is a great investment for

your home; adding a new room which can be

used for a variety of purposes. Whether you want

to transform the space into another room such

as a dining room or playroom, or simply want

a quiet place to relax, we offer a wide range of

conservatory styles to suit your needs.

Our PVCu or aluminium conservatory roofs

use thermally efficient glass to keep your

conservatory warmer in the winter, and this is

tinted to stop solar glare and reflect heat in the

summer too. Glass also reduces rainfall noise

dramatically when compared to polycarbonate

conservatory roofs.

To complement our range of quality windows

and doors, our conservatories are available in

standard colour foils, woodgrain effect foils and

the RAL range of colours



Choosing your style… 

Deciding which style of conservatory is right for you can be fun - even if it's not that easy. Sun 

room, living room or office - we'll help make it the perfect place.

Victorian 

A popular style distinguished by a 

faceted front, giving a curved 

appearance. A particular favourite 

with period properties, however it’s 

clean lines make this a winner on any 

type of home.

Georgian

A flat-fronted style that offers 

excellent use of floor space due to 

the square or rectangular internal 

shape. Its sloping roof and 

contemporary style is suited to the 

majority of properties.

P-Shape 

A P-Shape can combine a Lean-To and 

a Victorian to create a versatile and 

visually stunning open space. Due to 

the proportions needed, this style is 

better suited to larger properties, giving 

an impressive result.

T-Shape

As with the P-Shape, this style is more suited to larger 

properties. A combination style that’s distinguished by a 

central projection that can either be a Victorian, Gable or 

Georgian. A T-Shape offers a large and versatile floor 

space and is an impressive addition to any home.

Gable

A gable-fronted conservatory adds a sense 

of grandeur to any home. Featuring the 

same rectangular floor space as a 

Georgian, a gable offers excellent use of 

internal space. The front panel of the roof 

remains upright rather than sloping back, 

to create a feeling of greater height within 

the conservatory

Lean-To

For properties with little room 

under the eaves or for those 

homeowners that prefer a clean 

simple look, a Lean-To 

conservatory is the ideal choice. 

The pitch of the roof can be 

varied, making this a versatile and 

ever-popular option.

Lantern 

The ‘original’ conservatory style, a 

Lantern ensures drama and 

grandeur. Distinguished by the two-

tiered feature roof, the height within a 

Lantern adds an extra dimension to 

the feeling of light and space. A 

popular choice for swimming pool 

enclosures.

Custom 

Although the shapes and designs shown are all bespoke, 

you may have your own ‘one-off’, exceptional or unique 

idea. The doors, windows and roof systems in this 

brochure combined with our expertise should allow you to 

achieve that dream.



Conservatories



Ever Green supplies and fits the best integrated blind systems for your home. Integrated blinds offer privacy and observation without the need of a cord to pull, 

which has always been tedious task and often poses a safety risk, especially when you have young children in the home.

Integrated blind systems take the stress out of having a complicated system providing with ease, simplicity and style at the same time.

• Fully automatic systems available

• Simple magnetic systems available

• Battery operated automatic systems available

• Hard wired automatic systems available

• All blind systems are cord free

• Various colours available to suit your home

Integrated Blinds



Integrated Blinds

• Fully automatic systems available

• Simple magnetic systems available

• Battery operated automatic systems available

• Hard wired automatic systems available

• All blind systems are cord free

• Various colours available to suit your home



Roofline is often an overlooked part of a

property, and is hard to maintain and clean.

But leaving it unchecked and in disrepair is

bad for your property, as leaks can damage

brickwork and roof beams, compromising the

structure of your home. Our PVCu roofline products are extremely

low-maintenance and built to withstand the

harsh weather the outside of your home

is exposed to. We install fascia's and soffits,

guttering, and cladding. Choose from bright

white or pick from a range of additional

colours and wood effect finishes, for a fresh

new look for your home that’s easy to keep

looking that way!

If you have old, damaged timber roofline,

upgrade to our PVCu roofline today and see

the difference it can make to your home’s

appearance. No more leaks or draughts, only

a low-maintenance finish which provides

protection against the elements.

Roofline



Ever Green really takes pride in the glass it uses for all its windows. Often many companies use the 

cheapest glass available to maximise their profits, however this doesn’t fit with our vision of creating a 

more eco-friendly world, where we are helping our clients cut down their energy costs.

We offer many different types and style of glass which can help to make your home unique to you.

Glass Specialists

At Evergreen Double Glazing we specialise in a huge selection of glass 

types, with glass options including: Clear Glass, Toughened, Laminate, 

Mirror, Spy Glass, Acoustic, Polished, Drilling, Balustrades, Fire Rated, 

stained and frosted.

Frosted options: Chantilly, Charcoal Sticks, Contora, Digital, Everglade, 

Florielle, Mayflower, Minster, Oak, Pelerine, Taffeta, Warwick, Brocade, 

Laurel, Canterbury, Coppice, Brocade Textured, Laurel Textured, 

Canterbury Textured, Coppice Textured, Arctic, Autumn, Cotswold, 

Flemish, Stippolyte, and Sycamore.

Decorative Glass: Bespoke Coloured Splash backs, Decorative 

laminating, Mirrors and Sandblasted designs, painted splash backs 

toughened glass, Crackle, drilling, decorative laminate for commercial 

and residential projects.

Glass



Bevels

This product gives you the beauty of real glass bevels with total

protection from the  elements. It is also the most eco-friendly product

available.

These inserts are available in four colours along with ten different glass

options, giving you over 280 design combinations.



Clear Bevels

GOLD -VERONA (CL)GOLD -CATANIA (CL)GOLD-TUSCANY(CL)

SILVER - FLORENCE(CL) SILVER- BRESCIA(CL)SILVER -MILANO (CL)

GLASS OPTIONS:

Blue (BL) Gluechip (GC)Bronze (BR) Chinchilla (DCH)Clear(CL)

BLACK- MILANO(CL)BLACK - FLORENCE(CL) BLACK- BRESCIA(CL)

WHITE- TUSCANY(CL) WHITE -CATANIA (CL) WHITE -VERONA (CL)

Green (GR) Crackle (DCK)Satin (ST) Grey (GY)Dichroic 

Gluechip

(DGC)

G

S

G

S

B

W

B

W



Bevel Glass Options

Gold Tuscany Shown with Bronze Bevel

RDCC229G/DGC RDCC229S/GC RDCC229B/ST RDCC229W/BL

Tuscany

Silver Catania Gluechip Shown 

with Bevel Diamond

RDCC247B/BLRDCC247S/GR RDCC247W/BR RDCC247G/DCH

Catania

CRYSTAL CATANIA GLASS OPTIONSCRYSTAL TUSCANY GLASS OPTIONS



CCTV Cameras & Alarms

•Free Quotations

•Competitive Pricing

•Extensive Warranty

•Latest Cutting Edge Technologies

•Smartphone Access

•High Definition Picture 

•Access via your PC, Television, or 

Monitor.   

•Motion Detection

•Professionally Trained Installers

•Full Set Up And Guidance

•Day and Night Vision Cameras.

•CCTV Security Systems Available 

With Full Internet Access.

Need to keep an eye on your home while your away? 

We have experts who can install CCTV and alarm 

systems that can be accessed from anywhere in the 

world, even when you’re on holiday.



REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

Our Repair & Maintenance service is dedicated to evaluating your 

window, door and conservatory problems and advising you of the best 

possible solutions available, which in most cases is a cost effective 

repair.

Our highly skilled craftsmen and glaziers will visit your home and provide 

a complete diagnosis and recommendation, along with a no obligation 

quotation. All of Ever Green’s work is fully guaranteed, so you can have a 

peace of mind.

REPLACEMENTS UNITS

Cut your costs right down! At Evergreen Glazing we understand that during these 

times of difficulties, not everyone has excess money to undertake double glazing 

works that can prove an unexpected cost. For this reason we have explored options 

to bring you the best resources and with our professional acquired expertise, have 

come up with ways to replace your glazed units, rather than changing the whole 

window.

Wear and tear and amateurish work can result in glass units misting. We are able to 

replace glass units, integrate new designs and enhance the overall look of your 

window to achieve a new like look.

We can bring your glass units in line with current regulations and hence provide 

better energy efficiency for your household.

Before

After



Double glazed unit with Planibel A Glass U Value

Planibel A Glass U Value

Why you should have Planibel A Glass U Value installed in your windows 

Inside

Outside 

Air or insert gas filled



Contact Us

020 8262 0956

07944 276 077

www.evergreenglazing.co.uk

info@evergreenglazing.co.uk

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL NETWORKS 

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Google Plus

VISIT US AT
520 High Road, Seven Kings, IG3 8EG


